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With Progress Sitefinity Cloud, ireland's leading broker, it has quadrupled its account opening thanks to bedford's customer-oriented digital transformation efforts, Mass., January 5, 2021 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- Progress (NASDAQ: PRGS), a leading provider of products for developing, deploying and managing high-impact business applications, today announced that Goodbody, one of ireland's largest
wealth management companies, has implemented a Progress® Sitefinity® Cloud content management system to improve customer engagement through tailored experiences that strengthen its broader digital transformation efforts. Selected as ireland's leading broker, trust, integrity and expert advice have been the backbone of Goodbody's relationship with clients for more than 140 years. Goodbody has
tried to create a more immersive, customer-oriented digital experience. However, disjointed marketing technologies and internally managed infrastructure made it difficult for the broker to bring new campaigns and experiences to the market. Goodbody chose Progress Sitefinity Cloud to better associate different marketing and sales processes and improve customer service in a highly efficient and highly
efficient way. Going live on Sitefinity Cloud in just 15 business days, Goodbody was able to immediately accelerate the implementation of new marketing campaigns. This includes some of its latest marketing microsites, such as the marketing center, which contains all of the company's brochures. Sitefinity has been a positive experience in our digital transformation, significantly increasing customer
engagement and its impact on our ability to respond to COVID, said Sean Croston, Chief Operating Officer, Goodbody. This was a enabling factor for our business. Redefining productivity in Sitefinity Cloud increases organizational scale, eliminates the need for infrastructure management, and deeply integrates Microsoft Azure services so organizations can focus on their core business. As a resource-
efficient PaaS, Sitefinity Cloud frees IT from having to spend time, money, and resources managing your site's infrastructure, while providing more flexibility to support future development plans. The combination of drag-and-drop editing tools, custom workflows, and compatibility features available in Sitefinity Cloud helped Goodbody run more efficiently by providing fast, comprehensive creation and
publishing of new content. Goodbody's newly discovered marketing agility has also resulted in better customer engagement. While many people in the financial services sector have returned to their customer acquisition efforts in the face of a corona virus pandemic, Goodbody has quadrupled the number of account openings year-on-year. Companies from all over the financial services industry provide
customers with a seamless digital experience to maintain customer loyalty and gain market share, said John Ainsworth, Senior Vice President, Core Products, Progress. Sitefinity provides the highest quality digital customer experience that can Increase engagement and productivity 3x with a secure, scalable cloud-enabled platform trusted by hundreds of financial institutions around the world. Additional
resources * Read goodbody case study * Follow Progress on Twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn * Read the Progress About Progress Progress blog (NASDAQ: PRGS) provides the best products for developing, deploying, and managing high-impact business applications. Our comprehensive product stack is designed to make technology teams more productive and we have a deep commitment to the
developer community, both open source and commercial. With Progress, organizations can accelerate the development and delivery of strategic business applications, automate the process of configuring, deploying, and scaling applications, and increase the availability and security of critical data and content, leading to competitive differentiation and business success. More than 1,700 ISPs, more than
100,000 enterprise customers, and a three-million-dollar developer community rely on Progress to power their applications. Learn more about progress on www.progress.com or +1-800-477-6473. Progress, Sitefinity, and Sitefinity Cloud are trademarks or registered trademarks of Progress Software Corporation and/or one of its subsidiaries or affiliates in the United States and other countries. All other
trademarks contained herein are the property of their respective owners. Press Contacts: Kim Baker Progress +1 781-280-4000 pr@progress.comNyt na hyvä aika walruses lainaa. Lakiuudistus puolitti korkokaton. Edulliset hinnat ovat voimassa syyskuun loppuun asti. Hyödy hinnoittelusta nyt! BEDFORD, Mass., January 4, 2021 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- Progress (NASDAQ: PRGS), a leading provider of
products for developing, deploying, and managing high-impact business applications, today announced that it will publish financial results for the fourth fiscal quarter and fiscal year 2020, after the market closes on Thursday, January 14, 2021. The company's fourth fiscal quarter ended on November 30, 2020. Progress will host a conference call to review and discuss the results at 5 p..m. ET on the same
day. Conference call details A conference call can be obtained via investors.progress.com or by calling 888-458-4121 or 323-794-2093, access code 6657134. To sign up, join a conference call at least 10 minutes in advance. An archived version of the conference call and supporting materials will be available on the Progress Investor Relations website at the end of the live conference. About Progress
Progress (NASDAQ: PRGS) offers the best products for developing, deploying, and managing high-impact business applications. Our comprehensive product stack has been to make technology teams more productive and we have a deep commitment to the developer community, both open source and commercial. With progress, organizations can accelerate the development and delivery of strategic
business applications, automate the process of configuring, deploying, and scaling applications, and create critical data and more accessible and secure, leading to competitive differentiation and business success. More than 1,700 ISPs, more than 100,000 enterprise customers, and a three-million-dollar developer community rely on Progress to power their applications. Learn more about progress at
www.progress.com or +1-800-477-6473.Progress is a trademark or registered trademark of Progress Software Corporation and/or its subsidiaries or affiliates in the United States and other countries. Any other names contained herein may be trademarks of their respective owners. Investor Contact: Press Contact: Garo Toomajanian Erica McShane ICR for Progress Software Progress Software Software
Software +1 781 280 4817 +1 781 280 4000 Investor-Relations@progress.com PR@progress.com Harris, global software vendor and vertical buyer, builds his perinatal portfolio with the acquisition of Clinical Computer Systems, Inc. (CCSI), operating as OBIX. Don't wait for the perfect time - start turning your financial goals into reality todayTORONTO, January 5, 2021 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) --
Constellation Software Inc. (Constellation) (TSX:CSU) and Topicus.com Inc. (Topicus.com) today announced that Constellation, acting through the Total Specific Solutions (TSS) operational group and its subsidiary TPCS Holding B.V., finalised the previously announced purchase of a 100% stake in Topicus.com B.V. (Topicus), a Dutch vertical software provider, from IJSsel B.V. and that, following the
closure of the acquisition, TSS was kicked out of Constellation and is currently operating, together with Topicus, as a separate public company (collectively, Spin-outs). Following the completion of the Spin-Out Transaction, on 4 January 2021, all constellation joint shareholders received, by dividend of 1.859817814, subordinated shares of Topicus.com (Spin-Out Shares) for each joint share of Constellation
held. Spin-Out shares have been conditionally approved for listing on the TSX Venture Exchange, subject to Topicus.com final listing requirements. Trading a stock spin-out on the TSX Venture Exchange is expected to begin on or about February 1, 2021.Daan Dijkhuizen, CEO of Topicus.com: We are pleased that the intended combination of Topicus and TSS in Topicus.com is now a fact. A promising
combination is born. As stated in May 2020, we see TSS as a designated partner to pursue our further growth ambitions in Europe. The combination includes many opportunities for our colleagues, customers and business partners. Both Topicus and TSS have a strong entrepreneurial culture and proven craftsmanship, combined with great focus. Mutual additional benefits consist in uniting healthy business
activities, effective and customer-oriented services and innovative strength. Z I look forward to teaming up with TSO Presidents Han Knooren and Ramon Zanders and 4,500 specialists in the TSS and Topicus operational groups. Robin van Poelje, Ceo of Topicus.com: Creating and Spinout Topicus.com allows us to stand fully on our own feet and focus on our ambition to build a leading European Vertical
Market Software company while being part of constellation software's global ecosystem. Topicus.com will operate on a highly decentralized basis, ensuring autonomy, entrepreneurship and identity for all our business units, while maintaining our competitive advantage of exchanging best practices on a global scale and creating a great learning environment for our employees, supporting us in delivering
value to our customers. Early disclosure information In connection with spin-outs, each of Constellation and Joday Investments II B.V. (Joday) will submit early warning reports regarding their ownership of subordinated voting shares Topicus.com (Topicus Shares) and/or their proprietary securities that can be exchanged for Topicus Shares or exchangeable for Topicus Shares. The Topicus.com is at 20
Adelaide Street East, Suite 1200, Toronto, Ontario. Copies of early warning reports will be available on SEDAR and can be obtained by contacting Jamal Baksh at the number below. The constellation address is 20 Adelaide Street East, Suite 1200, Toronto, Ontario. On 4 January 2021, In connection with spin-outs, Constellation acquired (i) 39,412,385 Topicus Shares, after which 39,412,367 such shares
were transferred to Constellation shareholders, and 18 such shares were retained by Constellation, (ii) 1 super share in Topicus.com and (iii) 39,412,385 preferred shares of Topicus.com. Super voice shares and preferred shares held by Constellation are exchanged for Topicus Shares on a one-on-one basis. Prior to the completion of those transactions, Constellation held 1 common interest Topicus.com,
representing 100% of the securities issued at the time and outstanding Topicus.com. At the end of the above transactions, Constellation holds 18 Topicus Shares (representing 0.000046% of the issued and outstanding Topicus Shares), 1 super share in Topicus.com (representing 100% and Topicus.com 39,412,385 Topicus.com preference shares (representing 100% of the remaining Topicus.com).
Topicus constellation shares are owned 30.35% in full diluted terms. Constellation acquired the securities Topicus.com as part of a spin-out. Constellation may acquire or sell Topicus.com securities in the future on the open market or in private transactions, depending on market and economic conditions and other factors relevant to Constellation's investment decisions.Joday's address is Binnenweg 1A,
1261 EK On 4 January 2021, in connection with spin-outs, Joday acquired (i) 18,479,460 ordinary units Topicus.com Coöperatief U.A. (Topicus Coop) and (ii) 18,479,460 Topicus Coop senior units. The Common Units and Topicus Coop Preference Units held by Joday are redeemable, directly or indirectly, for Topicus Shares on a one-by-one basis. Prior to the completion of the above transactions, Joday
Topicus.com no securities or securities exchanged for securities Topicus.com. At the end of the above transactions, Joday owns 18,479,460 Topicus Coop ordinary units (representing 28.46% of Topicus Coop's ordinary units) and 18,479,460 Topicus Coop preference units (representing 28.46% of Topicus Coop's preferred units). Joday owns Topicus Shares at 28.5% in fully diluted terms. Joday acquired
Topicus Coop securities as part of a spin-out. Joday may acquire or sell Topicus Coop or Topicus.com securities in the future on the open market or in private transactions, depending on market and economic conditions and other factors relevant to Joday's investment decisions. that actual events will be materially different from any future events expressed or implied by such looking statements. Words such
as can, will, expect, believe, plan, intend, should, anticipate and other similar terminology are intended to identify forward-looking statements. The forward-looking statements contained in this press release include, but are not limited to, Topicus' intention to trade on the TSX Venture Exchange on or around February 1, 2021. Such forward-looking statements involve significant risks and uncertainties, should
not be read as guarantees of future performance and will not necessarily be accurate indications of whether such results will be achieved or when such results will be achieved. A number of factors may cause actual results to differ materially from those discussed in the forward-looking statements. These forward-looking statements reflect current assumptions and expectations regarding future events and
are made as of the date of these terms and conditions, and Constellation assumes no obligation, except as required by law, to update any forward-looking statements to reflect new events or circumstances. Around Topicus.comTopicus.com is a leading pan-European provider of vertical market software and vertical market platforms for customers in public and private sector markets. and by investing in
countries and markets across Europe with long-term growth potential, Topicus.com acquires, builds and manages leading software companies, offering specialized, critical and critical software solutions that address address specific needs of customers. About TSSTotal Specific Solutions is a European vertical market software company, consisting of independent specialized business units that deliver
products and services to their specific market. This market knowledge is based in most cases on many years of experience. TSS operates mainly in the following sectors: local and central government, healthcare, retail, financial services and accounting, legal services, real estate, automotive and professional associations. TSS operates in the Netherlands, Belgium, Germany, Denmark, Sweden, Finland,
France, Italy, Spain, Romania, Iceland, Switzerland and the United Kingdom. Additional information can be found at: www.totalspecificsolutions.com.About TopicusTopicus has been at the forefront of developing and developing smart software since 2001. Emphasis is placed on the development of innovative software platforms. Topicus connects organizations, professionals, and end users in vertical
markets and markets. Topicus operates in the following sectors: education, healthcare, finance and social services. With over 1000 employees, Topicus works every day to make an impact through its IT. For more information, visit: www.topicus.nl.About Constellation Software Inc.Constellation acquires, manages, and builds vertical market software companies that provide mission-critical software solutions.
For more information, contact Constellation Software Inc. Jamal Baksh, Chief Financial Officer Tel: (416) 861-9677 jbaksh@csisoftware.com www.csisoftware.com www.csisoftware.com
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